Red Blood Cell Transfusion: Impact of an Education Program and a Clinical Guideline on Transfusion Practice
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BACKGROUND: Red blood cell (RBC) transfusion guidelines have been developed by professional societies. These guidelines recommend a restrictive RBC transfusion practice for most clinical populations. Despite the consistency of guidelines and limited evidence for RBC transfusion efficacy, there is variability in RBC transfusion practice.

METHODS: A program was initiated in a tertiary medical center to align RBC transfusion practice with best-practice RBC transfusion guidelines. The program included an educational program, followed after 6 months by RBC transfusion decision support that included the approval of a best-practice RBC transfusion guideline by the hospital medical board and an RBC transfusion order form that included the guideline recommendations. RBC transfusion practice was followed over an 18-month period and compared with transfusion practice over the prior 18 months. The primary outcome variables were adult inpatient RBC units transfused, RBC units per admission, and RBC units per 100 patient-days.

RESULTS: The mean RBC units transfused decreased with initiation of each component of the program: from 923 ± 68 units to 852 ± 40 (P = 0.025) with education and further to 690 ± 52 (P < 0.0001) with the RBC transfusion decision support. Similarly, RBC transfusions per 100 patient-days fell from 10.56 ± 0.80 to 9.69 ± 0.49 (P = 0.02) and to 7.68 ± 0.63 (P = 0.0001) during the 3 time periods.


Historically, red blood cell (RBC) transfusions have been viewed as safe and effective means of treating anemia and improving oxygen delivery to tissues. Beginning in the early 1980s, primarily driven by concerns related to the risks of transfusion-related infection, transfusion practice began to come under scrutiny.

Numerous studies over the past 2 decades have failed to demonstrate a benefit of RBC transfusion in many of the clinical situations in which RBC transfusions are routinely given, and many of these studies have in fact shown that RBC transfusion may lead to worse clinical outcomes in some patients. The few available large, randomized clinical trials and prospective observational studies that have assessed the effectiveness of allogeneic RBC transfusion have demonstrated that a more restrictive approach to RBC transfusion results in at least equivalent patient outcomes as compared to a liberal approach, and may in fact reduce morbidity and mortality rates.

Over the last decade, RBC transfusion best-practice guidelines have been developed by a number of professional societies, addressing RBC transfusion practice in specific patient populations including critical care as well as more general hospitalized populations. These guidelines are generally consistent, strongly recommending a restrictive RBC transfusion approach in most clinical populations. However, despite the general consistency of the guidelines and the lack of evidence for the efficacy of RBC transfusion, there still remains significant variability in clinical RBC transfusion practice.

The difficulty in getting physicians to follow clinical guidelines in general has been well described. Over the last 2 decades there have been reports of a variety of interventions directed toward improving RBC transfusion practice either in specific care units (eg, intensive care units [ICUs]) or institution wide. These initiatives have had varying degrees of success and have employed strategies that have included clinical guidelines, education, audit/feedback, and most recently computer order entry and decision support. We report on the effectiveness of an institution-wide intervention to align RBC transfusion practice with best-practice clinical guidelines. Our approach included institutional endorsement of a RBC transfusion guideline coupled with an ongoing education program and RBC transfusion order set.

METHODS

Study Setting
The University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS) is a tertiary care university teaching hospital.
with a total of 437 patient beds. UAMS is a level 1 trauma center and has 52 ICU beds. The study took place between July 2012 and December 2013. At the time of study initiation, there was no institutional RBC transfusion protocol or guideline.

**Study Design**

In June 2012, a program was initiated to align RBC transfusion practice at UAMS with best-practice RBC transfusion guidelines. This initiative consisted of several components: a series of educational programs, followed by hospital medical board approval of an institutional RBC transfusion guideline, and initiation of an RBC transfusion order set of approved RBC transfusion guideline recommendations (Table 1).

The educational program included grand rounds presentations for all major clinical departments (internal medicine, surgery, obstetrics and gynecology, geriatrics, anesthesiology), presentations to high-volume transfusing services (hematology, vascular surgery, cardiac surgery), presentations to high-transfusion-volume nursing units (eg, medical and surgical ICUs, intermediate care unit, hematology), and scheduled and ad hoc resident educational programs. Educational sessions were repeated over the 18 months of the study and were presented by a clinical content expert.

A UAMS-specific transfusion guideline was developed based on published best-practice guidelines.15,16 The UAMS medical board approved this guideline in November 2012 (Table 1). The guidelines were disseminated to the entire medical staff in December 2012 via email communication from the hospital’s chief medical officer. Membership of the medical board included clinical leadership of the medical center (ie, department chairs) as well as ad hoc members from the hospital administrative leadership.

An RBC transfusion order form that included the guideline recommendations was implemented in the electronic medical record (Sunrise Enterprise 5.5; Eclipsys Corp., Atlanta, GA) in March 2013. There was no “hard stop” for an RBC transfusion order that was outside of the guideline recommendations; however, for documentation, the ordering physician was required to note the indication and the supervising attending physician for these out-of-guideline RBC transfusions. RBC transfusion orders are entered in an electronic medical record. There was no alert triggered by an RBC transfusion order outside of the RBC transfusion guideline.

**Outcomes**

The number of RBC units transfused during the baseline period of January 2011 through June 2012 was compared with RBC units transfused July 2012 through December 2013. The latter period was further divided into the time period July 2012 through December 2012, during which the education program was initiated (education) as well as the time period January 2013 through December 2013 following the transfusion guideline approval and the initiation of the transfusion order set (decision support). All adult inpatient RBC units transfused, excluding RBC units transfused in the operating room and emergency room, were included in the analysis. RBC transfusions

---

**TABLE 1. RBC Transfusion Guideline and RBC Transfusion Order Form.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RBC Transfusion Guideline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose: Unnecessary blood transfusions increase healthcare costs and expose patients to potential infectious and noninfectious risks. The purpose of this clinical practice guideline is to establish an evidence-based approach to the transfusion of RBCs in hospitalized patients at UAMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline: In order to avoid the potential risks and increased costs associated with unnecessary blood transfusions, the medical staff of UAMS will adhere to a restrictive transfusion strategy in which:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I) RBC transfusion should be considered unnecessary for hospitalized, hemodynamically stable patients unless the hemoglobin concentration is &lt;7–8 g/dL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(II) RBC transfusion is appropriate for patients who have evidence of acute hemorrhage or hemorrhagic shock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(III) RBC transfusion is appropriate for patients with acute MI or unstable myocardial ischemia if the hemoglobin concentration is ≤8 g/dL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IV) The use of the hemoglobin concentration alone as a trigger for RBC transfusion should be avoided. The decision to order an RBC transfusion should also consider a patient’s intravascular volume status, evidence of shock, duration and extent of anemia, and cardiopulmonary physiologic parameters as well as other symptomatology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V) It is the physician’s responsibility to weigh the risks and benefits of an RBC transfusion for a particular patient based on their medical condition. As such, it is recognized that there will be situations in which an RBC transfusion is appropriate outside of the guidelines put forth in this document. In these instances, the physician should document in the medical record his/her rationale for the RBC transfusion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RBC Transfusion Order Form**

- **The following are RBC transfusion indications consistent with UAMS-approved guidelines (check 1):**
  - Acute hemorrhage or hemorrhagic shock: Yes
  - Hgb <7–8 g/dL: Yes
  - Acute MI, Hgb ≤8 g/dL: Yes
  - Acute coronary syndrome Hgb ≤8 g/dL: Yes
  - If the RBC transfusion is for an indication other than those listed above, please note the indication and attending physician in the space provided.
  - Other indications/attending physician: Free text of other indications.

- **NOTE:** Abbreviations: Hgb, hemoglobin; MI, myocardial infarction; RBC, red blood cell; UAMS, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.
per month were normalized to RBC transfusions per 28 days. RBC transfusions were also calculated as RBC units per adult hospital admission and RBC units per 100 patient-days.

Hospital mortality is presented as mortality index (observed/predicted mortality). The mean weighted diagnosis-related group (DRG) was calculated using the monthly average of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)-derived relative weighted DRGs.

**Statistical Analysis**

Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Comparisons were by Student *t* test or analysis of variance as appropriate. GraphPad InStat (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA) was used for statistical analysis, and Minitab (Minitab Inc., State College, PA) was used for control graphs.

**RESULTS**

There were 28,393 adult admissions (excluding psychiatry) during the baseline period (January 2011–June 2012) and 35,743 (12,353 education, 23,390 decision support) adult admissions during the study period (July 2012–December 2013). The patient demographics for the 3 time periods were comparable (Table 2).

There was a significant decrease in the mean number of RBC units transfused as a result of the RBC transfusion program (Figure 1A). As compared to the baseline period, the mean number of RBC units transfused fell immediately during the 6 months following the initiation of the education program (923 ± 68 to 852 ± 40, *P* = 0.02), and further still during the subsequent 12 months following the approval of the RBC transfusion guideline by the UAMS medical board and initiation of the RBC transfusion order set (to 690 ± 52, *P* < 0.0001). These results do not reflect a change in the number of hospital admissions or length of stay; results are comparable if calculated based on RBC units transfused per patient admission or RBC per 100 patient-days (Figure 1B,C). Overall, there was a 29% reduction in mean RBC units transfused per hospital admission (0.58 ± 0.04–0.41 ± 0.03, *P* = 0.0001) and a 27% reduction in mean RBC units transfused per 100 hospital-days (10.56 ± 0.8–7.68 ± 0.63, *P* = 0.0001).

RBC transfusion reduction was observed in both the medical and surgical ICUs (Figure 2B) as well as...
the general patient wards (Figure 2A). The trends noted above were similar in the medical ICU and general patient wards; however, in the surgical ICU, the RBC transfusion rate fell on initiation of the education program and remained stable at this lower rate for the subsequent 18 months, with no further decrease following RBC transfusion guideline approval and initiation of the RBC order set.

There was no significant difference in hospital mortality observed pre-versus post-RBC transfusion program (mortality index 0.89 ± 0.05 vs. 0.84 ± 0.04, \( P = 0.13 \)).

DISCUSSION
We were able to demonstrate a 25% reduction in total RBC units transfused with an ongoing education program coupled with an institutional adoption of an RBC transfusion guideline that was incorporated into an RBC transfusion order set. Our program was novel in that the RBC transfusion guideline was approved by the hospital medical board as an institutional practice guideline. Importantly, the RBC transfusion reduction has been maintained over a 18-month period. The program was instituted in stages: educational program, followed by guideline approval by the hospital medical board, and the initiation of an RBC transfusion order set. At each stage we observed an additive increase in RBC transfusion reduction, with the largest reduction following guideline approval and initiation of the order set.

The pattern of RBC transfusion reduction was observed in all areas of the hospital with the exception of the surgical ICU, where transfusion practice remained stable after the initial decrease in RBC transfusions following initiation of the education program. That RBC transfusion practice on the general surgical wards mirrored practice in other areas of the hospital suggests that the difference seen in the surgical ICU reflects factors unique to that specific area rather than the general approach of surgeons to RBC transfusion.

Despite the substantial data now available regarding RBC transfusion risks and the proliferation of RBC transfusion practice guidelines, wide variation in clinical practice still exists. The delay for evidence from clinical studies to be incorporated into clinical practice can be considerable. Balas and Boren have estimated that it may take over 15 years from publication of a landmark study for the results to reach a 50% utilization rate in clinical practice. The barriers to guideline adherence have been described, including lack of familiarity, lack of agreement, and external factors.

Overcoming these barriers involve approaches toward knowledge, attitudes, and behavior.

There have been a number of approaches to changing RBC transfusion practice over the last 2 decades. These interventions have all achieved varying degrees of success. Most have involved some combination of education, practice guideline, and audit/feedback. More recently, technology has allowed computer-assisted order entry and feedback. Goodnough et al., employing real-time clinical decision support and best-practice alerts, were able to achieve sustained adherence to clinical guidelines and a 24% reduction in RBC units transfused. Other recent reports have shown improvement in RBC transfusion practices comparable to what we observed with programs including audit/feedback and educational efforts.

Our approach to RBC transfusion practice was relatively simple, involving education followed by institutional adoption of a best-practice guideline and simple RBC transfusion order form. We were able to begin to change RBC transfusion practice with the initiation of an education program; however, there was a more marked and persistent decrease in RBC transfusions following the adoption of the institution’s RBC transfusion guideline and RBC transfusion order set. Although education alone is often ineffective in causing sustained change in behavior, a key aspect of our program was the approval of the RBC transfusion guideline by the hospital medical board. The approval by the hospital medical board, made up in part by the clinical leadership, was instrumental in changing the transfusion culture, or beliefs, in the institution. The consistency of practice seen within the time periods both before and after our intervention suggest a given set of beliefs driving RBC transfusion in each time period.
period. Further supporting this view is the consistency of RBC transfusion practice change throughout the institution, and the fact that patient volumes and severity of illness were comparable pre- and postintervention. It is difficult to know which elements of the program were most important. It is likely that optimal transfusion practices promoted by the education program were reinforced by the guideline, which were further reinforced by the order set.

Given the known risks of RBC transfusion and the data supporting a restrictive approach to RBC transfusion practice, improved patient safety by aligning RBC transfusion with best-practice guidelines was the primary goal of our RBC transfusion program.  

Although we were not able to look at specific complications such as infection rate, there was no change in overall hospital mortality. The total RBC units transfused at our institution fell by almost 30%. We estimate that in the 18 months following initiation of our program we “saved” approximately 3200 RBC units as compared with the number of RBC units that would have been transfused based on the transfusion rate prior to the initiation of our educational program. This preserves a scarce resource, RBCs, as well as reduces cost. The cost of an RBC transfusion involves both the direct cost of the RBC unit as well as the cost of activities surrounding an RBC transfusion. Shander et al., using an activities-based costing model, have estimated the direct and indirect cost of an RBC transfusion as between $522 and $1183 (mean $761). Over the last 18 months we have achieved a direct savings of $704,000 for purchase of RBC units and, using the low estimate based on the activities-based costing model, a total savings of at least $1.7 million.

This study is limited by the fact that it reflects a single-institution experience. Although we cannot exclude other factors contributing to the decrease in RBC transfusion, the pattern of response suggests that the RBC transfusion program was largely responsible for the results observed. Further, patient volumes at our institution have remained constant, as have surgical volumes. RBC transfusions are reduced comparably whether analyzed as total units transfused, units transfused per admission, or units transfused per 100 patient-days. The complexity of care also limits our ability to draw any conclusions regarding the impact of RBC transfusion reduction on patient outcome. We also do not know how consistent RBC transfusion practice prior to our program was with our guideline; however, the significant decline in RBC units transfused following our intervention suggests that there was a discrepancy in RBC transfusion practice preintervention.

In conclusion, an education program coupled with institutional adoption of a best-practice RBC transfusion guideline and a RBC transfusion order set resulted in consistent reduction in RBC units transfused. The improvement in RBC transfusion practice was additive with implementation of each intervention. RBC transfusion practice was changed in all areas of the hospital and resulted in less exposure of patients to RBC transfusion risks, preserved a scarce resource, and was a direct cost savings.
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